In some recent work, the author attempted to place a topology, or at least a Borel structure (see [4, § §1-3]) on the set of closed left ideals in a separable Banach algebra. Our approach was to introduce a notion of convergence for nets in the set Q0(X) of nonempty closed subsets of a topological space X (see below, and [3, §25]). Unfortunately, as was pointed out to us by Calvin Moore (see Remark below), the convergence is generally not defined by a topology on &0(X). Nonetheless, there is a topology associated with the convergence, and the purpose of this note is to show that if X is polonais (i.e., separable and metrizable by a complete metric), the generated Borel structure is standard. This will be applied to Banach algebras in a subsequent article.
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If Fa is a net in e(X) = G0(X)VJ {0}, define lim inf Fa (lim sup Fa) to be those x in X such that every neighborhood of x is eventually (frequently) intersected by the Fa (we use the terminology of [2, p. 65]). These sets are closed, and if F=lim inf Fa = lim sup Fa, we say that Fa converges to F, F is the limit of the Fa, and we write Fa-+F. If 2ÇC(I), let 2 be the limits of all nets in 2. Then {0}= {0}, e(X)-=Q(X), (21W22)-= 21VJ22, but in general, (2)-^2.
Defining a set 2 to be convergence closed if 2 = 2, we obtain a topology on Q(X). We call the relative topology and generated Borel structure on Qo(X) the convergence topology and convergence Borel structure, respectively.
Theorem. 7/ X is polonais, then the convergence Borel structure on Qo(X) is standard.
Proof. As X may be imbedded in a compact metric space (see [2, p. 125 Proof. Let X be the completion of X with respect to d, and p the corresponding metric on GoiX). As X is compact, the same is true for (e"(X), p) (see [3, §15, IX] ). Define t: e0(JO->e0(X) by i(F) = F. It is readily verified that t is an isometry, and that i(e"(X)) = {KE Go(X): K r\ X is dense in #}.
It suffices to show that i(e0(A")) is a Gj subset of eo(A") (see [2, p. 207]). 
where x\: e0iX)XQoiX)-^>QoiX) is the projection on the first coordinate, and A is the set of iK, K) with KEQaiX). Letting Sn be the new quantity in curly brackets, Sn is closed. For if iKa, La) is a net in Sn converging to iK, L) E GoiX) X Qo(X), say that xEKH Vn.
Then there is a net xa with xaEKa and ¿(x", x)->0. As xG Fn, we eventually have xaEKaC\VnQLa, hence d(x, La)->0 and xG¿. A similar argument shows that LÇ.K. Since the diagonal A is also closed, and C0(A) X Co(^0 is metrizable by a separable metric, Sn-A is F", or as Coi-X") is compact, a countable union of compact sets. As 7Ti is continuous, 2" = 7Ti(.S"-A) is F", and
is G¡.
Proof of theorem (continued). It follows that the metric Borel structure on eo(A") is standard. It is readily verified that if Fa is a net in C0(X) with piFa, F)-*0, then Fa-^F. Thus the convergence topology is contained in the metric topology, and the convergence Borel structure is contained in the metric Borel structure. To show that the two structures coincide, it suffices to show that the convergence Borel structure is countably separated, i.e., there exists a countable family of convergence Borel sets such that no two points of Sketching the proof, one first shows that for any X, Q(X) is "compact" in the sense that any net in G(X) has a convergent subnet. In fact it is easily seen that any universal subnet (see [2, p . 81]) converges. Assume that X is Hausdorff and convergence in Q(X) is defined by a topology. As a net can converge to only one point, the latter must be Hausdorff, and eo(A^) is locally compact in the relative topology. As X is Hausdorff, it readily follows that I: X^>&0(X):
x->{x} is a homeomorphism, and that I(X) is closed in Q0(X). Thus X is locally compact.
Fell's topology on G(X) may be described as that generated by two smaller topologies. The local topology has a sub-basis consisting of 
